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ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
SETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Jottings from - - -

TWO SECTIONS
Th. N•wa has won awards for
•acellanc• ireery year it has been
•utomittod In Judging contests.

Jo's
Notebook

Vol. 36

It appears to be an indisputable fact that the
political forays this year, local, state and national
are more confusing than they have been in this century.
Rumor has it that the chairman of a Democratic county executive committee nearby is spouting off his support for George Wallace. I always say
to each his own, but I think the fellow at least ought
to resign his post if he doesn't think anymore of his
party or his office than that. If the Democratic
party survives in this State, and I think it will, and
if this fellow has the unmitigated gall to preside at
the meeting in December, some of us are going to
wash him right out of our hair.
The greatest worry about the possibility of the
Democratic party losing its status as a major party
should be with the present local and county officials
or hopefuls who hope to be elected under the Democratic banner next year. If the Democratic party
fails to receive the specified number of votes according to law, the candidates would either have to
change their Democratic party affiliation or petition for a place on the ballot, just as Candidate Wallace has had to do in every State where he is a recognized candidate and where his name appears on
the ballot.
Now wouldn't this be some kind of a mess.
Think on it!
A candidate for sheriff might seek petitions to
have the Law and Order Party on the ballot; a
county court clerk might petition to have the Book
Keepers Party on the ballot and so on and on. Or
these same candidates might join the Wallace
American Independent Party and run on that
ticket.
Makes me shudder to think of it. What a ballot
and again, what a mess!
Well to get down to more pleasant events.
Nell Ruddle, the friendly lady who works at the
P. N. Hirsch store told me the other day that she
went over to visit with neighbor Louise Newton,
who was making soap. Well, that news shook me. I
have always had a vision in my mind of soapmakers being the gals out on the prairie, boiling up
some kind of something while the Indians were
running in a circle around the covered wagon.
Tain't so! Louise uses the grease drippings she
accumulates from time to time, scoops them in a
crock, pours in lye and a little purex and there you
have it, a bar of Newton's deep cleansing suds. How
'bout that?
Nell also told me that a lot of people who
can't afford these high-priced sun-tan lotions buy a
bottle of baby oil, pour some iodine in it, and what
comes out, "don't smell too good, but it sure does
color the skin."
Well I'll bet it does just that!
Hey, this is National Newspaper Week!
When I was much younger the event often
filled my heart with emotion and platitudes about
the public's right to know, the power of the press
and the lonely courage of an editor flowed from my
typewriter like water in a babbling brook.
Age normally, takes away a sense of humor, but
in this bailiwick it's an occupational necessity, no
matter how high the years mount.
A lot of experience has shown me that an editor is rarely viewed in the same light by any given
number of people. Some look upon the character as
a fool or a genius; they either despise him or love
him; fear or trust him; there just doesn't seem to
be a midd,le ground.
But yet it's a great game and one that affords
many private chuckles when the day is done.
Take the letter received this week from some
kind of a bird brain who sends a letter to the editor
(in this issue) citing the disaster that will come
when they are no more doves in the world. About
seventy per cent are being killed off annually, think
of it. Horrors!
Earlier this year a fellow wrote in, just as
alarmed, that pretty soon there would be no crows
left if we didn't stop this massacre that really contributes much by eating the pests and insects that
plague our fields.
Boy,just wait until the Society for the Preservation and Care of Lice and Mice hears about that.
pest-er the life out of us to stop this slaughter of insect life that feeds the birds, and roams the
ground and makes the grass grow brown.
We've just gotta do something. With no crows
and doves we'll all be eaten up by bil77,ards, that's
whatI
Well, I hope you have a happy National Newspaper Week. Please celebrate by not saying an ugly
(Continued On Page Eight)
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Demo Candidates,Precinct Chairmen
Lose Offices If Nixon, Wallace Win

This was the happy scene at Memorial Stadium last F
the Futton Bulldogs racked up their fourth win of the
other photos on inside pages by Elmer Stewart.

y night when
son. This and

The potential danger and grave possibility of an
alliance between the Kentucky supporters of presidential candidates Richard Nixon and George Wallace could
be "both frightening and terrible" for the Democrat
ic
party in Kentucky, a prominent Kentucky law-maker
told the News on Wednesday.
"All of Kentucky's elected officials and all of the
potential nominees of the Democratic party face the
prospect of total disintegration and destruction. It could
well take the Democratic party years to recover from
such a happening," the law-maker added.
Basis for the comment is the fact that political parties in Kentucky are governed by statutory law. The law
supposes the existence of TWO major political parties.
The law is clear in its definition that in the event
the Democratic party runs third behind the Republican
Party. and Wallace Party on November 5 the prospect
for Democratic office holders in Kentucky "is out of the
question" a Fulton County public official revealed in an
interview this week.

will not be entitled to have a member appointed to the State Board of
Election Commissioners in April,
1969. The Board would then consist of two Republicans and one
Wallace man. This would also mean
that there would be no Democratic
member appointed to any County
Board of Election Commissioners.
Thus, the Democratic Party would
not have a representative on any
County Board of Election Commissioners except in those counties
where there are Democratic Sheriffs.
3. The law requires that the
County Board of Election Commissioners appoint the four Precinct
officers in each Precinct in Kentucky. It further says that the two
political parties having representation on the State Board are the
ones entitled to submit lists. Thus.
if the Democrats run third November 5th it will mean that the
Democratic Party could well be
denied any Precinct officer in any
Precinct in Kentucky next year.
4. The State Board of Registration
and Purgation consists of the same
members that compose the State
Board of Election Commissioners.
Thus, if the Democrats run third
this November, the party will not
have any representation next year
on the State Board of Registration
and Purgation.

But Democratic public officials
are not the only instances of seri- first governor are:
1. A "political party" in Kenous jeopardy for the party, it was
outlined in an opinion given to the tucky is one which cast at least 20
percent of the total vote at the last
News this week.
preceding Presidential election. If
Election officials, the poard of the Democrats of Kentucky do not
Election Commissioners, precinct get at least 20 percent of the vote
officers, the Board of Registration November 5th, the Democratic
and Purgation and many other Party will no longer be a political
It isn't often that a candidate who lost his bid for boards will feel the sharp blow of party under the law. This could
defeat if the Democrats do not get mean that there would be no
re-election gets a public commendation from the victori- the
specified number of votes on Democratic Primary in 1969 for
ous opponent, but that's what happened at, the South election date.
any local political office such as
Fulton City Hall Tuesday when the City Commission The
BATTER UPI
County Judge, County Court Clerk,
most serious aspects of anetc.
It might even mean that such
met in regular session.
nihilation for the Democratic party
Dr.
and
Mrs. Dan Crocker and
candidates would have to be nomiDr. and Mrs. Andrew Nelson motorin Kentucky, which has a registraDr. Dan Crocker, South Fulton's
nated by petition.
ed to St. Louis to attend WednesThe examination, prepared from tion of about 3 to 1 over the Repubyoung, new Mayor (in age and pub2. If the Democrats run third in day's World Series game between
lie service) told the press and other June 30, (the end of the city's fiscal licans and which elected Isaac
Shelby
as the Commonwealth's the November 5th election the party the St. Louis Cardinals and the Deinterested citizens that "inventory term) to September 17, showed
troit Tigers.
of the financial affairs° of the city cash reserves totallibg $157,235.94,
prepared by the accounting firm of in all seeounts.
Cheeseman, Thompson and ComBroken down they are:
pany showed the city was "in a
healthy financial shape. The reGeneral
$14.881.88
cords of the previous administraState Street Aid
$36,107.59
tion were neatly kept" and "that
Bond
$ 2,062.38
city employees were courteous and
Water, Sewer
$32,791.15
helpful during all phases of the exGas
$28,468.38
a mination."
Industrial Acct.
$15,019.50
A public service program on
Gas Reserve
$27,904.81
Howard L. Dillard, a Vietnam war veteran and a
John Reeks, defeated in his bid
Family Planning will be presented
for re-election as City CommissionThe city has a bonded indebted- by the Fulton County Health De- student at Paducah Community College continued to
er on September 3 was in the audi- ness of $504,000.00 for street im- partment at 10 a. m., Friday, Oc- air his displeasu
re with the local civil rights program in
ence and appeared visibly touched provement, water extension, indus- tober 11, at the Fulton Health Centhe area when he took his case of "discrimination" to the
by the sincere appreciation and trial building revenue, water and ter.
Kentucky Commission on Human Rights and subsecommendation by Dr. Crocker. The sewer revenue and tax, natural gas
other members of the Commission revenue refunding. All bond payThe Ortho Pharmaceutical Com- quently to the courts on
Monday.
concurred in the fine status of the ments and interest are current with pany has advised that, due to unDillard,
who
appeared
recently on an "Operations
circumstanc
avoidable
city's financial condition.
es,
has
it
bethe amount for bonds and interest
coming due on June 30, 1969 in the come necessary to cancel the meet- Communications" panel held recently reportedly told
Reeks ran third in the close elecing scheduled at Hickman at 3:00 the audience that "riots in this area
bank, and money left over.
are necessary."
tion. Clyde Stunson was fourth. The
p. m. and the Hickman meeting
top vote-getters were Elmer MansThe Commission conducted only will be combined with the Fulton
"Operations
Communications,'
field and Dr. Crocker, in that or- routine affairs. It:
participated in by area mayors, and
meeting.
to drain and clean the pool after
der. Harry Allison is a hold-over
other community leaders was mod—Adjusted
and
set
new
assesscommissioner and the third memA film entitled "Fair Chance" erated by Father William Field, some Negro boys "slipped" into
ments on local property
will be shown and Richard Plymale, pastor of the Catholic churches in the water. He said that if he had
ber of the South Fulton Commisnot drained the water some of his
representative of the Ortho Phar- Fulton and Hickman.
sion.
—Discussed trading three old
white patrons would not return to
maceutical will be the featured
In his complaint to the Kentucky use the facility.
trucks for a more modern gar- speaker.
Commission the owner of a swimbage truck
Mills and his son said the comDAD'S NIGHT
Any parent interested in this ming pool in Clinton was charged
mission's charges were "more or
—Discussed
leasing,
rather
than
phase
Monday with failing to admit
modern
of
health
is
urged
to
Tonight (Thursday) Dad's Night
less
trumped-up" against them.
buying, a new police car
attend. If transportation is needed, Negroes to the facility because he
will be observed by the Terry-NorThey argued the pool is a private
call 236-2825 or 472-1982 between believed "God didn't intend for the
man PTA. The meeting will be
—Heard James Johnson ask for
operation for their friends and relathe hours of 8 a. m. and 4 p. m.
races to mix."
held in the school at 7:30 p. m. All
re-zoning in the Connaughton
tives.
members are urged to attend.
That charge was leveled against
addition to build a residence
The complaint of racial discrimiDelbert Mills, 75, and his son, Pertype structure to house a beauFAREWELL AND COME BACK! ry Mac, 39, owners and operators nation was filed with the commisty parlor
sion by Dillard along with 12 Negro
of the pool in the Hickman County
BE THERE!
A large number of friends attendcompanions, who applied for admis—Heard Clyde Stunson ask for
community, by the Kentucky Comsion
ed
the
to the pool last July and said
Open
House
in
the
home
of mission on Human
a survey of personal property
The Twin City Barracks No. 2352
Rights.
they were refused admission.
with the view that Stunson Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Hunt last
of World War I Veterans will meet
Glenwood
Butler,
a field repreThe elder Mills said however,
build a private road to the area Sunday afternoon, giyen in honor sentative of the state
in the American Legion Hall in
agency, said that he told Dillard
of Rev. and Mrs. Henry Hanna.
and his friends
Fulton tonight (Thursday) at 7:00
the
elder
Mills
told
him
in
a
con--Heard about litter accumulation Rev. Hanna is pastor of the First
who came to the pool at 11 a. m.
p. m. Election of officers will be
versation
on
August
1
that
he
would
Christian
Church
in Fulton. Be,
problems from Ellis Heathcock
that it didn't open until 1:30 p. m.
held and light refreshments will be
Mrs. Hanna and their young daugh- not admit Negroes to the pool.
He said they could return then but
served. Irby Hammond, command—Referred for study the gravel- ter Beth will leave October 14 for
In
Monday's
they
did not, according to Mills.
hearing, Mills denied
er, urges all members to be presing of a down-town lot for Radcliff, Kentucky, where he will ever making
that remark, but he
Commission
Vice
ent.
Chairmail
patting.
minister to the Christian Church.
did say that two years ago he had
(Continued On rage Eight)

South Fulton Mayor
Lauds Reeks, et al

Program On
Family Plan
This Friday

Negro Youth Leader
Charges Discrimination

What's Money? Says The Guy With Plenty Of Time To Travel
It has cost herb Stern $3,000 to Burlington Railroad 70 years ago.
"My father worked for the Bur- year.
travel alone in a private rail car
"I'm pretty sure it's the oldest lington from 1889 to 1933. I believe
He left Lincoln Aug. 31 and was
from his hometown, Lincoln, Neb.,
private car accepted for operation I actually was aboard this very car scheduled to be returned to his
to the West Coast and back.
on high-speed passenger trains," when a small child. Some of the Nebraska siding yesterday.
"And it's been worth every pen- Stern said, as he sat in one of the mahogany cabinet work looks like
'I Railroad All the Way'
ny." he said. "I am what is com- wicker chairs in the living room dad used to make."
One to two-day layovers were
monly referred to as a railroad of his private car. The chairs, like
The rail car is quite ornate — made
at Alliance, Neb., Billings,
nut."
most furnishings aboard, are carpeting
throughout, king-size Mont, Spokane,
Stern said he had to buy 18 regu- original equipment.
Seattle, Portland,
beds in the master and guest bed- Oakland,
San Jose, San Diego and
lar fare tickets in order to attach
rooms, French stained-glass win- Los
Coat Le* Than Casillac
Angeles.
his rail car to passenger trains for
Stern saved the rail car from the dows, a spacious dining room, and
Stern said he travels alone in orthe 5,800-mile trip.
all-electric kitchen.
der to devote his undivided attenThe 59-year-old electrical engi- scrap heap five years ago when be
Imported
Japanese
ceramic
wall
from
bought
it
the
tion
Burlington line
"to passing tracks, signals and
neer could have made the trip by
tile embraces an elegant 19th Cen- trains."
jet for less than $200. He could "for less than the price of a Cadiltury bathtub. "Probably the fancilac."
have brought along 16 friends in
Tacked to walls are an'
array of
"Other people have yachts," he est bathroom in the whole state of gadgets — barometers,
his car at no additional cost, but
sPeedoreetNebraska," allowed the 5-foot-10
said.
era, clocks, compasses, eh' preshe prefers to travel alone,
blue-eyed bachelor.
"I have this."
sure Pages. "I railroad on the
Stern's silver oak rail car was
He said he bought the 70-foot rill
He keeps the rail car on a siding way," Stern explained. adding:
built by the Pullman Co. for the car for sentimental
reasons.
near his home at a cost of $50 a
"I watch the tracks, cheek the

speed. Do you know we hit 95 miles
per hour on one stretch? The barometers tell whether we're going uphill or straight-away. They tell the
elevation at any point."
Stern sits up at night watching
the ttaefoi, seeing how signals are
functioning. "I'm the last car and
my coach has headlights illuminating everything down the tracks for
quite a spell."
Signals to Passing Trains
"Conductors on trains going by
wave lanterns up and down indicating all's well on our train. I wave
a lantern letting them know they're
okay, too."
He said he's ready to signal in a
horizontal motion if something's
(Continued on Page Eight)

Letters To Editor
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, October 10, 1968

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

Elected Officials Could Serve Well When
Following Advice From National Magazine
— WM. GARY HEAD, MTAS
District Consultant. Memphis
So you just got elected Alderman,
Commissioner, Councilman, etc.? Now
what are you going to do? In the heat
of the campaign, you made a lot of
promises and dreamed a lot of dreams.
It is now time to carry out the planks
in your platform.
The prospect is pretty scary. No
longer can you gripe about "the gang
at City Hall." You are one of the gang
and it is you who must guide the progress of your city for the next two or
four years.
Where does one go to learn to be
an Alderman or Councilman or Commissioner? There is no such thing as a
"natural-born city legislator." Obviously, some learn the process quicker and some have more natural political talent than others, but becoming a
good city councilman is an activity
which never ends.
One thing which you must accept
is that the job you have taken on is not
a part-time job — mentally, at least.
Being an Alderman, Commissioner, or
Councilman is a way of thinking and
requires the proper attitude 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year.
No longer can you consider municipal activity relative to how it affects
you personally. You must now look at
every item from the standpoint of the
community as a whole, or at least the
entire ward which you may serve.
There are times when it is necessary to do the will of the people, and
other times you will feel compelled to
rely on your own judgment. When this
time comes, take comfort in the fact
that you, as a municipal official, are
better informed than your constituents.
Therefore, the first suggestion for
newly elected aldermen is: Proceed
slowly. The people who voted for you
(all of them did) will now claim the
right to the first favor and they will be
bombarding you with demands.
A corollary to the above recomNmendation is: Be careful about bringing prejudices to the Board meeting.
Particularly this is true about matters
of personnel. To you as a private citizen, a certain official may be the
source of great irritation. You may feel
that the greatest service you can do
your city is to fire him or her, but as an
Alderman, you may find that the particular individual is doing an excellent
job and is one of the more important
employees of the town.
Do not be afraid to admit your
ignorance, whether you are a newly
elected Alderman or one of many

Another phase of the process of
educating yourselves is to attend meetings and conferences. Although you
and your community will have limited
time and money available for this purpose, seize every possible opportunity
to-attend meetings.
It has been said so many times
that it is almost trite but it is nonetheless true: you must know your city.
It is insufficient that you are known
(you had to be known to be elected);
but you must be familiar with every
aspect of your community and its people. What you don't already know
about politics and political behavior,
you must study. You should be in constant touch with every group in town
and know about their opinions, wants,
needs, aspirations, and desires. Your
choice is to blend these into a reason-

In order for your city to progress,

necessary to identify community
goals. As has been previously emphasized, this is not a matter of dreaming:
it is a dynamic process of combining
dreams with practical politics. The result should be the highest ideals which
the general population will accept.

it is

Do not hesitate to take good ideas
wherever you find them, even from
your enemies. There is room for, and a
need for, all of the progressive suggestions available, from whatever source.
Resolve to handle personnel matters in a business-like fashion. An air
of mutual confidence should prevail
between the Board of Aldermen and
the employees. A few simple rules can
spell the difference between success
and failure in this area. Try to avoid
giving orders to individual employees.
Pass your complaints, suggestions, and
orders through the proper chain-ofcommand for your city. If you do not
understand the organization or are not
satisfied with it, professional assistance
is available to clarify it.
Employees should be supported in
public and criticized in private.

A few final words are in order
about Board meetings. Take Board
meetings seriously but not too seriously. It may sound elementary, but Board
meetings should be held regularly and
at the time and place designated in the
city charter. Many towns fail to comply with these provisions. The result is
undesirable legally and politically.
Do your homework for the Board
meeting. It is very disconcerting to
have to wait until the next meeting for
a decision when there has been sufficient time for studying the problem in
advance.

A last admonition is to attempt to
avoid decisions based entirely on wheExperience is the one irreplace- ther or not it will affect the outcome of
the next election and your consequent
able part of your education.
you are attempting
However, if you wish to speed the re-election. When
to resolve an apparent conflict bevaluable,
more
process and make it
tween the goodOf the city and re-elecyou must READ!READ!READ!
tion, please read The Athenian Pledge:

Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
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first of which was founded in 18110.
10
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 2.0
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
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Address all mail (subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3379) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weekloy Counties, Tem. Elsewhere throughout tho
United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers most add 5% Sales Tax.

Pride seems to be a part of our problems of today. Why can't we realize we are all human beings,
regardless of color, and try to think of it that way,
maybe in this form:

PRIDE
Break down that wall of pride, dear ones,
Let God's lovelight shine in,
You'll hold no hatred for anyone,
For you'll be free from sin.
Can't you forgive a life-long past,
As God forgives our sin?

If not, you'll find yourself at last
Left stumbling in darkness, and then—
"From me depart," you will hear him say,
"I never knew you anyway,
You never accepted me within your heart,
You only said so one day.
For where I am there is no hate,
For hate has not a place.
For I am love, that is my name
And I show within your face."
Written by—Mrs. Mack Brown
Route 1
Water Valley, Ky.

(Continued on Page Seven)

able city operation.

years' experience.

A member of the Kentucky Press Association

Dear Editor:

449 North 18th Street
Grand Junction,
Colorado 81501
Sept. 22, 1968
Mr. Editor:
Please give me space in the News
to plead in the defense of our native
doves. Each year over 70 percent
of all doves in North America are
eliminated. A few by the forces of
nature, but by far, the large majority are massacred by bird hunters here in the United States.
According to information from
the United States Department of
the Interior, the annual legal kill
far exceeds 35 million doves. The '
cripple losses exceeds 25 percent
of the bag. This leaves millions of
broken and pining birds to suffer
days, even for weeks before death
sets them free.
For dormant targets millions ,
more are killed with slingshots, arrows. BB guns,and with small rifles
but never picked up. The kicks are
in seeing them fall. In just ending
a life.
As friends of the farmers, a dove
eats up to 10,000 noxious weed and
grass seed each day of its life.
There are about 2/
1
2 ounces of meat
to each dove, and they are the only
birds hunted while brooding their
young in the nest.
The dove has long been the emblem of innocence, purity, beauty,
peace, life, love, hope and of immortality. Since the baptism of
Jesus the dove has been one of the

We will never bring disgrace
to this our city, by any act of
dishonesty or cowardice, nor
ever desert our comrades: we
will fight for the ideals and
sacred things of the city, both
alone and with many: we will
revere and obey the city laws,
and do our best to incite a like
respect and reverence in
others; we will strive unceasingly to quicken the public's
sense of civic duty; that thus
In all these ways. we may
transmit this city, greater,
better, and more beautiful
than it was transmitted to us.

It I liall111111111111111111111111111111101111111MIRMIIIMIMMINIIMIMBREIMMIr1 Kate and Gideon that he had come
to stay. COME AND SEE US!!! ''e
tattered Christmas card he had
found in his father's old windbreaked had invited. So here he was in
Brooklyn, as far from Oklahoma
and Aunties and the memory of his
By Brenda Rowlett
parents as he could get, and he inTHE EGYPT GAME, by Zilpha new year in West Comet. The local tended to stay, at least for a while.
Snyder. Even to Melanie, who knew paper ran a big article, and everyTHE SECRET OF THE ROSEthat you could never predict what a body said "Coach Andy Crane has WOOD BOX, by Helen Orton Fullnew kid would be like, April Hall a new quarterback, all his own."
er. When the King family journeywas something of a surprise. One
The RATTLE OF ST. GEORGE ed westward from New York State
look at her stringy upswept hair, WITHOUT, by Janet McNeill. This to Michigan to make a new home,
false eyelashes, and ragged fox fur is the story of Matt McGinley and young Charley and his sister Mabel
collar, convinced Yelanie that April his friends who lived in Dove shared the fun and work and adwas not going to be easy to inte- Square, a no-longer elegant part of venture of settling in the wildergrate into the sixth grade at Jack- the city. Seven or eight families ‘ness and helping it to become a
son School.
crowded into houses which had been place of homes and neighbors.
built for one. Matt wasn't always From the first excitement of decidTHE ZERO STONE, by Andre sure whether it was too many cats ing to go, packing and setting out,
Norton. A mysterious stone, born the square contained or too many the events and incidents of the
of worlds long eiiinct, is the key to people.
story are always interesting.
powers unimaginable to man—powers that could enable its owners to
TRAIL OF APPLE BLOSSOMS, OVER THE HILLS AND FAR
control the universe. Murdec Jern, by Irene Hunt. As the Bryant fam- AWAY, by Lavinia Russ. Peakie
gem trader, finds that possession of ily struggled from Boston out to was the loneliest person in the
the stone has led him to the center the Midwest and a new life, Hoke world. Her older sister had curly
of a web of intrigue and murder.
Bryant and his little sister, Rachel, hair, three best friends, and went
encountered a friend whose mem- into Kansas City to school every
TODAY I AM A HAM, by Ethelyn ory stayed with them all the days day. But Peakie had, lessons at
M. Parkinson. When Eric Crane of their lives. This friend was the home and had to find her best
decided to become a ham operator, man people called "Johnny Apple. friends in a book. She found Jo
the results were mostly wildly fun- seed."
March in Little Women very quickny. Only Eric wasn't tickled. It
ly—in fact by the time she'd finishwas serious business with him. As
ADAM BOOKOUT, by Louisa R. ed chapter three, Jo was a real
he said, it all began the day he was Shotwell. Adam had quite a hard comfort in the trials Peale had to
born. Eric was the first baby of the time getting it across to Cousins endure with her highly individual

jalooryComer

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—

family.
GOOD LUCK TO THE RIDER,
by Joan Phipson. The change in
Barbara came slowly, but it first
began when she found the wild
black foal on an expedition with her
sister and two brothers to the valley near their Australian home.
Perhaps it was the white blaze that
swerved crookedly down the foal's
face, giving his a rakish, clownlike
appearance, that inspired Barbara's fierce and instant affection.
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SARA AND THE WINTER GIF'T,
by Mariam E. Mason. When the adventurous young racoon wanders in
out of the snowstorm to the
Wayne's cabin, Sara and her family
find themselves with a very clever
pet. Giff, as they name him, has a
fine time learning to lift the door
latch, picking the Wayne boys' pockets for food, and generally charming everyone with his tricks and
wiles, that is, except old trader
Gooch.
WINTER COTTAGE, by Carol
Ryrie Brink. Ills the fall of 1930,
the beginning of the great depression. Thirteen-year-old Minty Ssmirkes is always aware that she has a
large responsibility for her family's
well being, for although she loves
her poetry-quoting father, both he
and she realize that his verses and
charm will not feed or house them
and Eggs, Minty's younger sister.

the Lewis family. Mrs. Lewis, mother of the triplets
born at the Haws Memorial Hospital, has gone home.
The triplets will remain at the hospital for another two
or three weeks.

Unless a few more Fulton residents give. .. for
them to dress. .. there will be fourteen members of the
Fulton High School band without new uniforms. The
October 8, 1948
goal is just in sight and
H. H. Perce has been appointed Fulton city judge, president and her corps Mrs. Hendon Wright, P. T. A.
of workers will make call-backs
according to an announcement made Wednesday by
today to wind up the already enthusiastic and successful.
Governor Earle Clements.
drive.

Queen D
her dutie
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N. R. Elliot, landscape specialist of the University
The regular meeting of the Victory Homemaker's
of Kentucky, will be the featured speaker at the meet- Club will be held at the
ing of the special interest group of Homemakers this af- Tuesday, October 12, at home of Mrs. T. S. Wade on
10:45 a. m., Mrs. Jim Dawes
ternoon at the Palestine Community House. The meetpublicity chairman announced today.
ing will begin at two o'clock and a large attendance is
expected.
On October 11th, the Kentucky Soil Conservation
Caravan will visit the First Congressional District for a
Lt. Joseph W. Beadles, Jr., USN, is serving aboard Conservation Field Day on the
Watkins Brothers farm
the submarine USS Chivo, which is participating in in- in Marshall County. A
cordial invitation is extended to
tertype exercises off the West Coast.
all interested persons to attend.
There will be a new addition to the medical fraterIt was a gala occasion at the Fulton Woman's Club
nity of Fulton County, when Dr. William H. Sewell ar- last Friday afternoon as
capable and efficient Mrs. L. N.
rives to join the staff of the Haws Memorial Hospital. Gifford brought down the
gavel to launch the popular
Dr. Sewell is married and has one child.
Fulton Woman's Club on its year's activities of planning
and programming. Mrs. Gifford was a personification of
The appointment of a 4-man Civilian Manpower the new look in her outfit of
forest green with matching
Commission for Fulton is announced this week by the accessories. Green was the color
of the day, for Mrs. Joe
Army Recruiting Service, appointing authority. The Page, State
President of the Kentucky Federation of
four members include Clifford Shields, president of the Women's Clubs, was also
dressed in a stunning green
YMBC; James Warren, commander of the local Ameri- outfit. Mrs. Page was guest speaker
for the meeting.
can Legion post; Joe Treas, commander of the local
VFW post; and Paul Westpheling, News co-pulisher,
Among the speakers who will address 'the State
chairman.
Convention of Young Democratic Clubs of Kentucky at
the Seelbach Hotel in Louisville, October 14, 15 and 16,
After ten years as a toll bridge the Kentucky-Illi- in addition to local dignitaries, are
Governor Earl Clenois span across the Ohio river at Cairo will be made a ments, Dem6cratic Senatorial
Nominee, Virgil Chapman
free bridge on November 11th.
from Paris, and Roy Baker, National President of the
The Methodists have donated a washing machine to Young Democratic Clubs of America.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Kentucky's Cattie Lou Miller
Speaks To Travel Editors

Miss Nancy Treas Makes Known
Wedding Plans To Mr. Newton

Miss Cattie Lou Miller ,of Frankfort, Ky., addressed the Society of American Travel Writers(SATW) in
Viennna, Austria ,on Oct. 9 at the Society's annual convention, SATW President Robert S. Kane has announced.
Miss Miller, now Executive Assistant to Ky. Lt.
Gov. Wendell H. Ford, was Kentucky's commissioner
of public information from 1960 through 1967.
"We chose Cattle Lou Miller as
our convention speaker because of
her outstanding success in tourist
promotion and in dealing with the
nation's travel press," Kane said.
"Under her guidance Kentucky
had a truly excellent and effective
travel-promotion program.
"'The program she headed moved
Kentucky's travel attractions to the
front-and-center of national publicity. In the travel promotion field
she is one of the most outstanding
people on the North American Continent," he said.
Kane, of New York City, is author of the popular A to Z series
of books on travel and is travel editor of Cue Magazine.
In Frankfort Miss Miller said,
"It's a fine opportunity to update
the travel writers on new attractions
developed in Kentucky since SATW
held its annual convention in Kentucky in 1965.
"There have been major new developments for tourists in every
section of Kentucky, and few if any
other states have had developments
of equal worth," Miss Miller said.
Among exemples she cited of developments since 1965 are the opening of major facilities in Western
Kentucky's Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area; the
opening of restored Shakertown
buildings, near Harrodsburg, in-

Miss Nancy Treas, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Treas, has
announced the completed plans for
her marriage to James H. Newton,
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Newton.
The double-ring ceremony will be
solemnized in the First United
Methodist Church in Fulton on
Sunday afternoon, October 13, at
three o'clock. Rev. George Comes,
minister of the church will officiate,
after a program of nuptial music
by Mrs. C. E. Benedict, Jr., organist, and Mrs. George Comes, vocalist.
The bride will be given in marriage by her father. She has chosen
Mrs. Lynn Jetton of Cross City,
Fla., as her matron of honor and
her sister, Miss Karen Trees, as
maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Mrs. Cliff
Denny of Lexington, Mrs. Johnny
Jones, Mrs. Barry Bonchirant and
Miss Sherry Milsteact Miss Joan

Treas, sister of the bride, will be
junior bridesmaid.
Miss Ann Margaret Shirah, niece
of the groom, will be the flower
girl and Joe Mac Treas, brother a'
the bride, will be ringbearer.
Lynn Newton will serve his bro
ther as best man. Groomsmen wit
be James B. Owens and Johnni
Jones, and ushers will be Richert
Cardwell, Barry Bondurant, Jimmy
Trees, brother of the bride, and
Bill Burnette of Murray.
Following the ceremony, a reception will be held at the Fulton Country Club.
Serving at the reception will be
Mrs. Walter Shirah, Miss Alma
Green, Mrs. James B. Owens, Miss
Carol Dixon, Mrs. Hal Warren and
Mrs. W. R. Wade, with Mrs. Lynn
Newton at the guest register.
No invitations are being sent
locally, but all friends and relatives are invited.

eluding the Shaker Inn and "one of
the finest dining rooms in the
South"; the Headley Bibelot(jewel)
Museum at Lexington; the addition
of 121,942 acres to the Daniel
Boone National Forest; the impoundment of Fishtrap Reservoir;
the nearly-complete Green River
Reservoir, and a development of
trout fishing on Lake Cumberland
so successful that a Federal trout
hatchery will be built there; Actors
Theatre, with an excellent resident professional company, in Louisville; the Louisville Zoo; Kaintuck They could hay* danced all night and probably did with wood reason. The Fulton High Bulldogs racked up
Territory, at Kentucky Dam; the their fourth straight win of the football season. And it was homecoming tool
Frame House Art Gallery, and a
robust new Kentucky wildlife art
movements growing out of the Ray
they were the queen's attendants:
Janet Williamson, Anita Cash, SheHarm phenomenon; and new park
lia Barron. And last but certainly
lodges and other facilities to open
not least was Queen Dee. She was
next year at Lake Barkley and at
escorted in a yellow Corvette drivBarren Reservoir.
en by Marshall Burgess.
"On top of all this," Miss Miller
Mrs. I. A. Gilson, District GoverMiss Nancy Treas, bride-elect of
added, "Mr.(Fees) Parker has anFrom the FHS "Kennel"
The sophomore candidate for
As the cars proceed slowly in nor, was the speaker at the first James H. Newton,
was the guest of
1
2
nounced that he will build a $13/
1968 Homecoming Queen is Janet front of the stand, to the opposite
meeting
of
the
Well,
it looks like our big seniors Williamson. She
year of the Fulton honor at a buffet supper Thursday
million Frontier Worlds tourist dewas chosen by the side of the field, spectators gasped
Woman's
done
Club,
have
it
held
again!
last
This
Friday
is
in
the
night
in the home of Mrs. John
velopment in Northern Kentucky, to
sophomore football players, who at the beauty of the queen and her
the club home. Her subject was Henson, Jr. Co-hostesses were Mrs.
fourth year they have won the mag- felt she
be open in 1970.
deserved the honor because court. The band marched onto the
"How we grow and glow in service J. L. Jones, Miss Helen King and
azine drive. They totaled $888.54 of her loyal
support of the Bulldogs. field, football boys lined up to es"That knocks the top out of the
through federation."
The freshmen came in second with Janet has a very high
Mrs. Thomas Mahan.
scholastic cort the celebrities of the night.
thermometer!" she said.
$713.30, the sophomores came in standing and she holds the
The dining table was overlaid
A vocal trio, Autumn Leaves,
office of
In Vienna Miss Miller will be the third with $661.19, the juniors came
Attendants followed as the band was presented by Banda Nabors, with a cutwork cloth and centered
guest of the Austrian 'Travel Asso- in fourth with $652.41. All four secretary-treasurer for her class.
with
an arrangement of pink roses
She is an active member in the played "Let Me Call You Sweet- Bonita Burrow and Paula Long, of
ciation.
classes together had a total of French Club and an artist
on the heart" Anita Cash, Janet William- South Fulton High School, accom- in a crystal bowl, flanked by crys(Continued on Page sty)
$2915.44.
tal
candle
holders with pink canpanied
by
Mrs.
Nelson
Tripp.
son, Shelia Barron and Queen Dee
Kennel staff.
The business session was presided dles. Individual tables were cenDee Fields was chosen as the
Anita Cash, daughter of Mr. and were escorted across the field.
over by Mrs. Harry Allison, presi- tered with miniature arrangements
Senior candidate for Homecoming Mrs. W. Z. Cash, represented
the
Little Andy Nelson came forward dent. During this time Mrs. Mild- of roses.
Queen and will reign as the Home- freshmen class as their
football bearing the queen's crown.
Miss Treas wore a royal blue
Dennis red Freeman was elected second
coming queen of 1968-69, since her queen candidate. Anita
was nomi- Lohaus and David Peeples
took the vice president, taking the place of knit A-line dress, featuring white
class won the magazine drive. This nated by
the freshmen football crown from a blue
pillow. Both Mrs. Henry Hanna, who is moving lace trim.
pretty brunette takes part in class players on the basis of personality,
Dennis and David placed the crown to Radcliff, Ky.
Guests were Miss Treas, her
activities and takes time to be nice attractiveness,
high grade on her head and kissed
and
Dee.
Mrs. Hal Warren, Miss Nancy mother, Mrs. Joe Treas, the mother
to all. She is a member of the standings. Capturing the
nominaTreas, Mrs. Bobby Snider and Mrs. of the bridegroom-to-be, Mrs. C. H.
Methodist Church and vice-presi tion for football
queen must be a
Fulton Bulldogs pray for another
Sue Hurt were welcomed as new Newton, Miss Karen Treas, Mrs.
dent of the Explorettes. Dee has hereditary trait in the Cash
family, victory and the ballgame is underBarry Bondurant, Miss Sherry Milmembers.
held many positions during her for all three
of Anita's older sisters way. (leers merge to a constant
A social hour followed the meet- stead, Mrs. M. R. Jeffress, Mrs.
school days, such as Public Rela- have been candidates for
football roar as Fulton scores by Bill Smith.
William Scott, Mrs. Harold Hening.
tions and candidate for Miss FHS queen, two of which
captured In the beginning of the second
derson, Mrs. Paul Wade. Mrs.
her junior year. She was nominat- crowns.
period, David Winston galloped
Johnny
Jones, Mrs. George Wintez
ed personality her freshmen year.
Anita is fourteen years old, and down the field to put the score
HURRY BACK
Jr., and Mrs. Leroy Sawyer,
This year Dee is FHS president, a has been a member of
the Fulton 13-0. David Peeples scored the third
member of the Quill and Scroll,
Mrs. Virginia Galtney of Corinth,
City School System ever since en- touchdown and Kim Homra placed
National Honor Society, French tering the first
Miss., left Sunday and Mr. and
grade at Terry-Nor- the score at 25-7 at half-time.
ALWAYS WELCOME
Club, Future Teachers of America, man. She is
Mrs. Edwin Cook Rice of Springa member of the FutMr. and Mrs. Harry DeZonia, ot
The second half was a repeat as field.
and Nurses Club. Dee is on the adMo., left Monday, after a Memphis, spent several days the
ure Homemakers of America Club,
the Fulton Bulldogs out-played few days visit
vertising staff of the Annual and
and worships at the First Baptist
in Fulton with rela- first of the week with Mrs. Ben
their opponents.
holds the position as business mantives.
Church of Fulton.
Evans and other relatives.
ager on the Kennel.
The dance followed the victory
Anita's favorite subjects are EngThis year Shelia Barron was lish,
Home Economics, and history. and climaxed the evening. Congratchosen as the homecoming queen
History she says is very interest- ulations, Bulldogs on a job well
candidate from the junior class.
ing, and captures her imagination. done.
Shelia is a member of the Nazarene
Liking to read, Anita likes to
Church, where she is secretary of
read teen-age stories best of all.
her Sunday School Department. In
She also likes to cook.
her freshman year, Shelia was
As a climax to a week filled with
chosen public relations officer and
Dairy farmers of this area will of the ladies' organization. Mrs. R.
ordering mums, pep talks and buywas a class personality. This year
hold their Regional Dairy Princess D. Shipman, Shelbyville, is presiing tickets, Homecoming night arshe is serving as an officer in the
Contest
and annual meeting for dent, and Mrs. J. L. Coots, Finchrived.
Future Homemakers of America
The News takes pleasure in wish- District No. 1 on October 12, from ville, is secretary-treasurer.
In a flurry of excitement the ing "Happy Birthday' to the foland is a member of the Future
8:00 P. M. to 9:30 P. M. at RECC
A discussion of the new A. D. A.
Nurses Club. Shelia is also an honor queen and her court, the Fulton lowing friends:
Building, Mayfield. Elmer Hixon program will be held by American
roll student and her favorite sub- high Band and six excited cheerchairman.
Dairy Association representatives
October 11: D. J. Jones, Bessie of Fulton is serving as
jects are English and home eco- leaders paraded through town and
Princess candidates from the area E. K. Newell, Jr., and Frank C.
nomics. After graduation, she onto the field for pre-game cere- May Polk, Terry Ruddle; October
Carpenter,
and will include the part
12: Lena Farabough, Sara Linton, include: Carlisle County, Belva
plans to enter college where she monies.
The Fulton Fire Department led Ronald Mulcahy, Bobby Polsgrove; Elaine Brown, Route 1, Arlington; the recently passed referendum
will major in either home ecowill
play.
Election
of the American
nomics or English. Besides par- the parade followed by the band October 13: John Adams, Pat Graves County, Deborah Leigh Dairy
Association director from the
Harrison, Route 1, Farmington,
ticipating in the school activities, and then four cars carrying the Craven, Bob Winston;
area will also be held. All dairymen
Shelia is also a member of the Ex- queen, attendents and the cheer- October 14: Marilyn Connaughton; and Calloway County, Judy Kelso. and
their families are urged to atRoute 1, Lynn Grove.
plorettes. She is especially interest- leaders.
October
Patrick
15:
Hyland,
Nor.
tend, to participate in the business
At 7:25 the band marched through
Queen Dee Fields, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fields performed ed in dancing and sewing and is an
man White; October 16: Mrs. CharDairy
wives
farmers'
will
play
a
and
discussion periods, and enjoy
the gate and down onto the field,
les McMorries; October 17: John prominent part in this year's meet- the festivities. Door prizes will be
her duties with grace and charm at the home-coming activities over avid sports fan. Two of her par- Phil
Rose followed driving a Musticular favorites are baseball and
Bowers, Terrt Van Doren, Mrs. ing with talks on activities of the given and refreshments will be serwhich she reigned.
tang which carried Cindy Craven,
football.
Viola Toalson.
new Ada group by representatives ved.
Cindy Pewitt, Allison Miller. Kirk
Vowell entered the stadium driving
a Rambler which contained Donna
Wall, Rita Craven and Karen
Treas. A White Pontiac came round
the corner and up the field driven
by Mr. Billy Milner. In this car
were three excited girls because

Mrs.Freeman
Miss Treas
Named Woman's Is Honored
Club "Veep"
At Supper

Homecoming resfivities Climaxed
By Victory Celebration Dance

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

District Dairy Farmers Plan
Selection Of Beauty Princess

Miss Spears,
Cloyd Douglas
Wed In Tennessee
Miss Judith Ann Spears, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Grady Spears
of Dickson, Tennessee, recently
became the bride of Mr. Cloyd
Douglas Krieg, son of Rev. and
Mrs. George C. Krieg of Scottsboro.
Alabama.
The ceremony was performed
at the Campground Cumberland
Presbyterian Church near Erin,
Tenn., with the father of the groom
officiating.
Rev. Krieg was a former pastor
of the Mount Zion Cumberland
Presbyterian Church near Water
Valley.
The newlyweds are residing at
BEAUTIES ALL: That's the only way to describe Was lovely lassies who reigned over Homecoming activities
WHAT'S A CrAMII WITHOUT CHEERLIADERS7 Nothing, nothing at all! And there are cheerleaders and
River Ridge Trailer Park, Box 30,
at Fulton High last Friday night. Left to right are Janet Williamson, Queen Des Fisida, Anits Cash and
Clarksville, Tennessee, where Mr. chiporleaders but Fulton High has the "berdest with mostest." Above left to right are: Cindy Pewit., Cindy
Shelia Barren.
Krieg is a student at Austin Peay Crayon, Rita Cash, Karen Tress, Donna Wall and Allyson Miller.
State University.
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The biology students still have to
collect the same old insects. The
seniors have to read the same old
Shakespeare. Third-hour study hall
is still No. 1. Fourth-hour study
hall is still No. 6.

Fulton County News, Thursday, Oct. 10, 1968

HOSPITAL NEWS

Deaths
Fred Wade
Fred Wade of Water Valley was
found dead Sunday morning, October 6, in the yard at the home of
Ward Fields, Route 2, Water Valley, apparently from a heart attack.
Funeral services for Mr. Wade
were held in Hornbeak Funeral
Home on Tuesday, Octot:r 8, with
Rev. Charles Jobe and Rev. Fred
Jones officiating. Burial was in
Chapel Hill Missionary Baptist
Church Cemetery, east of Mayfield.
Mr. Wade, 49, was born in Graves
County, the son of the late Ernie
and Lama Frizzell Wade. He worked as a mechanic, and served in
the United States Army during
World War II.
Surviving are four brothers, all
world War II veterans, Howard,
Harold, Harlan and R. B., all of
Water Valley. Two other brothers
preceded him in death.

Mrs. J. L. McCollum

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
October 9:
-HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. J. B. Patton and baby, Mrs.
Joe Fuller, Mrs. Geneva Morefield,
Dick McIntyre, Aubrey Carney,
Fulton; Mrs. Mike Williams and
baby, Robert Barnette, South Fulton; Linda Patrick, Route 4, Fulton; Ray McWhorter, Greg Curtin,
Mrs. David Poyner, Clinton; Carnell Harrison, Marilyn Crittendon,
Hickman; Mrs. Rupert Laws, J. A.
Wilkerson,
Palmersville;
Mrs. These are the 4-14 Club members of the seventh grade at Cayce School.
Mamie Turbeville, Mont and
Wayne Frazier, Wingo; Mrs. James
Walker, Mrs. J. R. Satterfield, John
Britt, H. W. Boyd, Water Valley;
T. T. Harris, Dukedom; Mrs.
James Owen and baby, Martin.

Funeral services for Mrs. J. L.
McCollum were held Sunday. October 6, in White-Ranson Funeral
Home at Onion City. Burial was in
Mount Zion Cemetery at Woodland
Mills.
Mrs. McCollum, 95, died Friday,
October 4, in the home of her daughter, Mrs. Oden Fowler, in Fulton.
She was a member of the Mount
Herman Christian Church.
In addition to Mrs. Fowler, she is
survived by two other daughters,
Mrs. Floyd Lane and Mrs. J. H.
McAdoo, of Fulton; five sons,
Ernest McCollum of Fulton, Wilson McCollum, J. M. McCollum,
Ross McCollum and Sam McColFULTON HOSPITAL
lum, all of Woodland Mills, twelve
Mrs. J. N. Wooten, R. L. Johngrandchildren and seventeen great
son, C. A. Turner, K. Homra, Mrs.
grand-children.
Louise Binford, Miss Mary Swami
Bushart, Mrs. Myrtle Johnson, Fulton; Bobby Conn, Mrs. Hanle Glover, Mrs. Ruth Wheatly, Douglas
Taylor, Mrs. Jean Gardner, South
Fulton; Percy King, Route 1, FulFuneral services for Kirby H.
ton; Mrs. Lizzie Forrester, Route
Hood were held Sunday, October
3, Fulton; Mrs. Florence Cruse,
6, in Hornbeak Funeral Home, with
Rev. Charles Jobe officiating. Turner Purcell, Route 4, Fulton;
Mrs. Inez Foster, Miss Ruth ConBurial was in Fairview Cemetery.
ners, Crutchfield; Mrs. Alice BusMr. Hood, 41, died in the Fulton
hart, Wingo; Mrs. Linda Clark and
Hospital on Friday, October 4.
A native of Williamson County, baby, Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Wanda
Brown and baby, Wickliffe; Mrs.
Tenn., he was a retired farmer and
Jessie Evans, John Napier, Route
resided in Union City.
4, Union City; Clayton Moss, ShaSurviving are his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Gore Hood; two daughters, ron, Tens.; Mrs. Nettie Hicks, WaMrs. Minnie Bellerud and Mrs. ter Valley; Thomas Gargus, Route
Marian Johnson, of Union City; 1, Water Valley; Mrs. Opal Peeler,
Route 1, Hickman; Mrs. Grace Inone sister, Mrs. Linnie Graham of
Eleanor, Ark., and five brothers, man, Route 2, Clinton; R. L. RadRoy Hood of Fulton, Virgil Hood ford, Route 4, Clinton.

Kirby Hood

Terry Mendenhall
Terry Mendeohall of South Fulton died last Saturday night in the
Baptist Hospital at Memphis,
where he had been a patient for
almost two months. Terry, 15, died
as a result of injuries sustained in
a motorcycle accident in Fulton on
August 14.
Funeral services were held in
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel on
Monday, October 7, with Rev.
Dwane Whittman of Memphis and
Rev. James Best of Fulton officiating, Burial was in Obion Memorial
Gardens.
Surviving are his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Mendenhall and
two brothers, Gayle and Ricky
Mendenhall, all of South Fulton.

H. M. Bennett
Homer Martin Bennett was fatally injured last Friday, October 4,
when a tractor he was operating
overturned and pinned him beneath
it. The accident occurred on his
farm southwest of Fulton. He was
taken to Hillview Hospital and
transferred to Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah, where death occurred.
Funeral services were held Sunday, October 6, in the Palmer
Shelter Methodist Church in Huntingdon, Tenn., where he was a
member. Rev. Justin Henley and
Rev. James Holt officiated, and
burial was in the church cemetery.
Surviving are four sons, J. E.
and Gardner (Doc) Bennett of
Route 2, Fulton; Eulas Bennett of
Fulton, and Buford Bennett of
Cayce; one daughter, Mrs. Ed Haye
of Route 4, Fulton; two brothers,
Horace and Herbert, both of Huntingdon; seven grandchildren and
several great-grandchildren.

WE EMT - - Hospital beds
Eaby beds
Vacuum clednerb
Floor polishers
WADE MEN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton,Ky.

of Harris, Willie Hood of Lyles,
Tenn., George W. Hood of Zenith,
Ohio, and Ray Hood of Hampton,
Va.

Fulton School
Enrolled In
Safety Plan
The National Commission on
Safety Education of the National
Education Association announced
today that Fulton City High School
is one of over 11,000 secondary
schools enrolled in the 1968-69 National Student Traffic Safety Program. Participating schools represent all of the 50 states and the District of Columbia. The American
Oil Foundation, Coffee Information
Service, Chrysler Corporation, Firestone Tire and Rubber Company,
and the Ford Fund contribute to the
Program's operation through financial grants. This represents the
Tenth year of continuous IVSPSP
activity.
The Program is designed to aid
high school groups as they devote
their energies toward a critical social concern - the safety and wellbeing of our citizens. Educators at
all levels hail the activity as an
outstanding example of involving
youth in a serious community endeavor. The National Association
of
Secondary-School Principals
includes the NSTSP on its approved
list of secondary school activities.
Program materials are prepared
and distributed by the Commission.

Courier - Journal's Essay Contest
Open To Grade And High Schools

Kentucky grade and high school
students will have a chance at winning $3,825 in U. S. Savings Bonds
in the 1968 Soil Conservation Essay
Contest.

districts will receive a $as U. S.
Savings Bond and a wooden plaque.
Certificates will be awarded runners-up in each district. Certificates will also be sent the writer
of the best essay in each school in
the state.

The subject of this year's contest
is "Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Deadline ior •omitting essays is
-Its Effect on My Community."
December 2, 1968.
The contest is sponsored by The
School superintendents and princourier-JournaL The Louisville cipals throughout the state have
Times and
Inc., in coopera- been sent complete details and
tion with the Kentucky Association reference materials for the 1968
of Soil and Water Conservation Dis- competition. Contest information is
tricts and the Kentucky Depart- also available from county agents,
ment of Edueatron. Last year, a re- soil conservation district supercord 83,086 students entered the visors, or by writing the Public Sercontest, now in its twenty-fifth vice Department, The Courieryear.
Journal and The Louisville Times,
Louisville, Kentucky 40202.
The writer of the essay judged
best in the state will receive a $500
U. S. Savings Bond. Second place
FRANKELY SPEAKING: The
winner will receive a $200 Savings
Bond and the third place winner mechanic looked at the rear end of
will receive a $100 bond. The top my clunker and gave me the sad
three winners and their parents and news: "Transmission: Impossible"
teachers will be guests of honor at . . I like the description of the
the annual Farm Awards Luncheon girl who's not a great beauty:
in Louisville next February where "She's the type who'd wear a
seeFrom the FHS "Kennel"
the prizes will be presented.
through gown and get compliments
For the first time since March
Winners in each of the state's for her shoes."
1958, Fulton High student handbook
121 Soil and Water Conservation
-Don I. Frankel.
has been made available to all
students.
The National Honor Society is
sponsor for this handbook, and it is
mandatory for all high students.
Part of the expenses are taken
from students through the activity
fee paid at the beginning of each
year. After this year it will be
mandatory for only in-coming freshmen and new students.
Part of its contents will be a discussion of the school curriculum,
classes, and teachera It will also
include all of the scaol supporied
clubs and their independent goals.
School laws and rules will be printed and discussed to the point that
each student will understand perfectly. A lay-out of our school
campus will be displaied. Individual classrooms, officers, and building's will be designated.
This student handbook is a link
to progress for Fulton High. Use it
and benefit from it.

wilts.

NHS To Publish
Student Handbook

BEER-roast to America's economy

U $1.4 billion in state and federal excise taxes.
W $3 billion to employees, suppliers and distributors.
•$875 million in agricultural products and packaging
materials.
The brewing industry is a proud contributor to America's
prosperity.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222

This is the 5th and 6th grades 4-H
Club members at Cayce School.

Cayce 4-H Members
Discuss Beef Show
The Cayce 5th and 6th grades 4-H
met Wednesday, September 25th.
Mrs. Wilson called the meeting to
order. The group talked about the
beef show and sale in Murray, and
Mrs. Wilson read the names of
those who attended.
The following officers were elected for the coming year:
Carla Morland, president; Bobby
Hill, vice president; Angela Lawson, secretary; Lynn Jones, reporter; Mable Martin and Joan
Brown, recreation.
The next meeting will be in October.
Lynn Jones, Reporter
GOOD SCOUT!
Purely
sal: This a is a greot
time to enc.airage your son to join
the Scouts, a great organization . .
Pumpkin pie time never comes too
soon for me . . . I was amazed in
Hong Kong to learn that eyeglasses
that cost me $38 in Chicago were
available for $10, and the lenses
came from the U. S. . . . leading
me to believe the optometrist who
blasted his profession for boosting
prices without conscience . . I
admire Canada for sharply restricting beer and whiskey advertising

TAKE A STRETCH!
Driving a long distance? Don't
forget to get out and stretch every
100 miles, at least, the All-state
Motor Club says. Have a soft drink
or coffee. Get the blood circulating
properly again and keep from dozing off. Long drives are a hazard
when you're not careful.

Well, they sure got us back in the
old rut fast; didn't they. Don't tell
the freshmen; they think it's fun!
I bad more fun at the city dump.
I shouldn't have said that.
One of our favorite pastimes has
been taken away from us. (That is,
officially, anyway.) Coach Shanks
made aome of the neater people
WHAT'S AHEAD
stop running to the cafeteria. Come
Major oil strike in remote area
on, come on, come on, Coach, let of U.S.
us turn it on, turn it on, turn it on.
Early taste of winter in NorthActually the only reason every- east.
body runs to the cafeteria is beNew transplant discovery will
cause of the good food. Ha! Any- excite medical profession.
way, we get all the mustard and
-The Predictor
ketchup that we want. If you don't
believe that just try and eat there
the next time they serve hamburgers or simply ask Mr. Bushart
He'll tell you all about it.
the
I don't know, I guess the people
who are the best liked in the cafeteria Were just born that way.
Chuck Curtis, Dave 'Peeples, and
Fulton Woman's Club
Charlie liefley are a few of these
popular people. W. C. Fields once
said, "Somewhere there's a sucker
IRE SPRING GARDEN YOU WANT
born every minute."
Hey, baby! What about that magazine contest? Well, don't feel too
had juniors. The seniors have to
graduate sometime. Maybe next
year they'll let you have a car
wash to buy magazines with.
I guess everyone knows we beat
.
Oh nuts! Who was it? Murray
who? Well, I guess it's not important.
Another heartbreaking change
has taken place since last year.
Remember the good ole days when
you could carve your name and a
All your favorites ars here front Holbrief autobiography in the desks?
land. The bulbs are clean, healthy and
In case you haven't noticed they
reasonably priced. And there's a comtook them away from us. Now
plete selection to give you the spring
we'll never know what happened
garden of your dreams ... plant now!
between 1920 and 1968. Then again,
history repeats itself, especially
around here.
Some things never change,
though. For instance, Mr. Bushart
still wears the same old sport
Lake Street
coats and ties that never match and
that same old after-shave lotion.

We Support

Library Tax

FOR

PLANT BUTCH BULBS

Baldridge's

CLUB ME

During National 4-H Club Week,
October 6th to 1211, we salute
4-H Club members everywhere, with
special pride in the 4-H'ers of our
community. This year's slogan, "Expand 4-H," expresses a goal that richly deserves the active support of all.
Through the "Head ... Heart ...
Hands ... Health" program, 4-H
molds character, teaches responsi-

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

The brewing industry is a massive and dynamic part of
the national economy. Each year it pours billions of
dollars into commerce and government.

From the FHS "Kennel"

bility, encourages leadership and develops compassion for
fellow men.
As we extend congratulations to 4-H Club members,
we look to the future.., for the 4-H'ers of today are the
leaders of tomorrow. Since today they do so much toward building a better community and country, we can
he sure that tomorrow, our future is in good hands. Let's
"Expand 4-H"...and may 4-H activities and ideals ever
flourish.

Fulton Electric System
MAIN STREET

PHONE 472-1362
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News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

te area
North-

7 will

After a period of rest and relaxation the submarine will go to San
Francisco for a shipyard overhaul.

Four Frosh Teachers Invade FHS

Shoplifting convictions have increased nearly 100 percent in the
last five years according to Ivan
WITH U. S. COMBAT AIR Jo
t, Executive Vice President of
FORCES, Vietnam—Sergeant Wilthe Kentucky Retail Federation.
bur F. Russelburg, whose wife, Patricia, is the daughter of Wallace
Shiplitting losses are casting
Ams of Route 3, Hickman, Ky., is Kentuckians about $25 million &non duty at Da Nang AB, Vietnam. asally and this results in higher
prices. Jett stated that he thought
Sergeant Russelburg, a communithe courts, and the law
cations specialist, is a member of the public,
the Pacific Air Forces. Before his enforcement agencies were finally
arrival in Southeast Asia, he was becoming aware of the enormous
assigned at Aiken Air Force Sta- losses and the importance of controlling this crime.
tion, S. C.

From the FHS "Kennel"
Fulton High Scnool nas added
four new teachers to its faculty.
They are as follows: Mr. Newton,
Mr. Matthews, Mrs. Powell, and
Mr. Shanks.
Mr. Newton was a 1966 graduate
of Murray State University. He is
the assistant high school football
coach. He also teaches U. S. History, Kentucky History, and World
Geography in Junior High School.
"I like the friendly relationship
among teachers and students and
the smaller, more personal classrooms." He also stated that he enjoyed the athletic program.
Mr. Matthews, a 1968 graduate of
UT of Knoxville, is the new Algebra
I, physics, and earth science
teacher. "I like the friendly atmosphere, spirit of cooperation, and
helpfulness I sense in the administration and student body. I like the
tremendous school spirit, especially my homeroom. (junior boys)

when they tell me that we're the
Bulldogs." Mr. Matthews said that
he disliked the very small minority
of people who dislike FRS along
with what it stands for. He also
stated that he disliked it when.they
try to downgrade our school rather
than support it with all they've got.
Mrs. Powell, a 1965 graduate of
Murray State University, teaches
ant in high school and junior high
school." I like the student response
and the high interest in the students. Each student seems eager to
learn and to participate." Mrs.
Powell said that she liked the aims
of the school and the administration. I like the good school spirit
and the loyalty to FHS."
Mr. Shanks, a graduate of U'IMB
in 19,8, is the head high school
football coach. He- also teaches
This smiling quartet is out to make your day • little more tun and •
Driver's Education P E. and
' '• '
health. "This is a very nice school lot more challenging, so Set's "turn it on" people.
and the students are very easy to
get along with."

Steven Hutchins
SAN ANTONIO — Airman Steven
R. Hutchins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Steven R. Hutchins of 1106. State
Line, Fulton, Ky., has completed
basic training at Lackland AFB,
Tex. He has been assigned to Port
Hueneme Naval Installation, Calif.,
for specialized schooling as an Air
Force heating specialist. Airman
Hutchins attended Fulton High
School.
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SUPER-RIGHT QUALITY!
FULLY COOKED

SEMI-BON ELESS
WHOLE
OR HALF

HA

LB.

WITH NO CENTER SLICES REMOVED
FULLY MATURED

n Holly and
consoling
now!

3

Shoplifting
Shows Big
Increase

Unfortunately, he mid, boo many
The sergeant is a graduate of
people think that shoplifting knees
Central High School, Evansville,
are solely the retailer* problem,
Ind.
whereas it is the problem of every
one and everyone pays a price
Palnevp FI: vp N4W
when crime is not controlled.

oter

ub

"E" for excellence in 1968, by Commander Submarine Force, U. S.
Pacific Fleet.

LB.
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IF UNABLE TO PURCHAS
ANY ADVERTISED ITEM
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SHORTENING

$100
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ANN PAGE PEPPER
Cocktail
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WHOLE KERNEL

TOKAY

3 LB.
BAG

ONIONS
CAULIFLOWER

24 CT.PAK

69C

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER!

ANDAND

BFJJ EVILLE, Ill.
Captain
Harold E. Isbell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lucian H. Isbell of R. F. D.
4, Rickman, Ky., has arrived for
duty at Scott AFB,

SAN DIEGO—Sept. 13—Interior
Communication Electrician Second
Class John R. Bostick, USN, 22, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bostick of
Route 1, Water Valley, Ky., has returned to San Diego aboard the
submarine USS Ronguil after completing an extended deployment in
the Western Pacific.

SUFI R-RIGHT

OR SNOW WHITE

SULTANA FRUIT

Captain Isbell, an electronic
data processing officer, is assigned
to a unit of the Military Airlift
Command.
He previously served at Kelly
AFB, Tex.
The captain, a graduate of Woodland Mills, Tenn. High School, received a B. A. degree from Georgetown, Ky. College. He is a member
of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Captain Isbell was commissioned
in 1962 upon completion of Officer
Training School at Lacidand AFB,
Tex.
His wife, Linda, is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James I. Hahn of
4815 S. Fourth St., Louisville.

A&P

LB.

LB

WHITE

Pineapple
Peaches

He is a 1965 graduate of Fulton
County High School.

MEATY

10
5

SQUASH

APPLES

The cadet will be commissioned
a second lieutenant and recieve his
B. S. degree upon graduation from
the academy.

LEAN

1 LB. PKG.

ORA YELLOW

JONATHAN

Cadet Dyer will serve during the
fall term as an element leader with
the rank of cadet first lieutenant.
He was selected for the position because of his demonstrated leadership abilities and effectiveness
ratings.

LB.

59c

SMALL

LB.

U. S. AIR FORCE ACADEMY,
Colo. — Cadet Stephen L. Dyer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Royce L. Dyer
of Rt. 1, Hickman, Ky., is one of
more than 700 cadets who have entered their senior year at the U. S.
Air Force Academy.

During the past summer, Cadet
Dyer participated in the three-week
academy "Third Lieutenant(' program. He went to Norton AFB,
Calif., where he observed applied
Air Force operations and gained
practical experience while performing Air Force junior officer duty.
He also completed special miiltary
parachute training, including making 10 jumps, at the academy. The
cadet, who previously received
parachutist wings upon completion
of jump training at Ft. Banning,
Ga., now qualifies for military
duty upon graduation that requires
the special ability.
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5TH RIBS

Cadet Dyer
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Upon its return the submarine
was awarded the Battle Efficiency
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COMPLETER PIECES
AT BIG SAVINGS
• great values in completer pieces
• add them as you build your set
• no grocery Purchase required
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• PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

• AUSTIN

SPRINGS

By Mrs. Carey Fri,ids
Rev. A. L. Wade of Dresden was
he visiting minister at New Salem
taptist Church the past Sunday and
died the pulpit at 11 a. m. and the
worship begins
with
•vening
'1. T. U. meeting at 6:30 p. m.,
ollowed by worship service. fleaon Burnett Lintz called the church
m conference, at which time the
church letter was read by Howard
tangs and was approved. A good
attendance was had at Sunday
ichool and church service, many
visitors attending.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True, who celebrated their
10th wedding anniversary the past
week. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rickman of nearby and Mr. and Mrs.
Bell Farmer of St. Louis were dinner guests. They received many
cards from friends and, although
.he day was spent quietly in their
lome. they have the best wishes of
a wide circle of friends who so well
know and love this fine couple.

DUKEDOM NEWS
Mrs. thilmen Westbrook
Officers and teachers elected at
Good Springs Sunday School for
this next year were: Durrell McCall, superintendent; Thom a s
Bruce, assistant; Mrs. Whittle Cunningham, secretary-treasurer. Adult
teachers and assistants, T. L. Ainley, Mary Emily, Loyd Watkins,
Lamonne Watkins, Louise Westbrook and Wilma Moore; children's
teachers and assistants, Mapella
Ainley, Laura DeFreece, Frances
Watkins and Sue Bruce.
The bookmobile made the regular
visit to our community, exchanging
books, leaving requests and checking up on the use of the library,
which showed 327 books having
been read since last trip. This is by
far the largest number read. We
are glad of the interest shown in
books here.

Mrs. Eula Nelson made the return trip with Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey to Detroit, leaving last
Tuesday, to visit with children, Mr.
Leslie Lassiter, U. S. Army, ar- and Mrs. Hilton Nelson, and other
from
-ived home the past week
members of her family.
kberdeen, Md. Proving Ground,
C. P. W. met at the church
accompanied by his four-year-old
Thursday at 1:30 p. in. for the regu,•.on Richard. Leslie has a fourteenlar meeting. In the absence of the
day furlough and will report to Fort
president, Mrs. T. L. Ainley conDix, N. J. From there he will go
ducted the business session, at
o Germany for his one year tour of
which time officers were elected
duty. He is the youngest son of Mr.
for 1969. Mrs. Ray Bruce was electand Mrs. Buton Lassiter and enpresident; Mrs. Larry Watkins
ed
ered service on March 15, had his
')asic in Fort Campbell and spent vice president, and Mrs. Terry
fourteen weeks in Aberdeen Prov- Bethel secretary-treasurer. Mrs.
Roy Bruce and Mrs. Hillman Westmg Ground, being graduated there
brook were named delegates to the
:wo weeks ago.
Synodical C. P. W., which meets
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Mathis left at Fulton on November 7th. Mrs.
the past week for Hickory, N. C., Ainley presented the Bible study
tor several days visit with their son, from the 17th chapter of John, and
Harold Gene Mathis, and wife and Mrs. Bruce reported on the stewenjoying their vaceit,:i as well.
ardship study book, "The Other Six
Get-Well wishes are extend,d to Days." Dismissal was with Wayside
Prayer.
Rev. T. T. Harris, who is a patient
in Hillview Hospital after falling at
Mr. and Mrs. Ismael Byars rehis home the past week. He has no turned to their home in Detroit
broken bones, but suffering from Sunday, after visiting with parents,
some minor injuries, such as Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Work, and fambruises and shaken up.
ily.
Mrs. Dave Mathis isn't feeling
Paul Bruce was the honoree at a
quite as well at this writing, al- birthday supper last Monday
night
though up and around the house. in the home
of his parents, Mr. and
Mr. Mathis remains about We same Mrs. Thomas
Bruce. Those present
as at last report.
included Lolita Bruce, Mr. and
Combining of early crop of beans Mrs. Ray Bruce, Terry and Jeastarted here the past week and, al- nette, and Mrs. Weldon King.
though the crop has been cut conT. T. Harris is in Hillview Hossiderably during the long hot and
humid weather during the summer, pital, Fulton. He was injured in a
the yield is far better than at first fall at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. J. W. Byunm, but is not
anticipated.
thought to be seriously hurt.
I have just spent the week end
with my brother, Buton Lassiter,
and family in District No. 1. Other
house guests were: Leslie Lassiter, • PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Low*
U. S. Army, and dis son Richard,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter and
sons Mark, Stevie and Barry Keith
Luster Taylor of Lawrenceburg
of Martin. All of us had a nice visit spent the week end with DeWitt
and attended church at New Salem. Matthews. He, DeWitt and Jack
Matthews attended the Weakley
County Singing Convention Sunday.

The cool weather makes us realize that winter is just ,around the
corner.
—F=Cd Mrs. B. H. Lowry visited
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jones and Mrs.
Collier, near Martin, and Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Davis, near Hickman,
one day recently.
Mrs. Hattie Puckett, of Lone Oak,
was the guest of Mrs. Raymond
Glover and Mrs. Ira Raines Tuesday of last week,
Mrs. Dow Gilliam, of Dukedom,
remains at the bedside of her sister, Mrs. Dana Williams, of Oak
Ridge, who has been quite ill several weeks.
Mrs. Allie Givens and Mrs. Cassie Taylor called on Mrs. Ira
Raines Thursday afternoon.
Recent visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Vodie Floyd were four of their
children: Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
Floyd of Mayfield, Mrs. Lillian
Mohler and Bill Floyd of Hazel
Park, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Floyd and son of Knoxville;
also Mrs. Floyd's mother, Mrs.
Samantha Collins of Fulton.
Our sympathy goes out to the
family of Jim Garrigus, who passed away suddenly last week.
Charlie Stewart remains in a
Mayfield hospital and is not improving very much.
Mr. and Mrs. Wylton Adams of
Lompoc, Calif., visited in this vicinity last week as guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Tremon Rickman of
Route 2, Dukedom. Mrs. Taylor and
little granddaughter, Robin Scott,
of Lone Oak were also guests.
*Mr. and Mrs. Euwin Rowland
returned home a few days ago, after a two weeks' vacation in Detroit, New Jersey, Washington, D.
C., New York City and Niagara
Falls. They report a wonderful
time.
Mrs. Thelma Puckett of Lone
Oak visited her sister, Mrs. Allie
Givens, of near Water Valley one
day last week.
Mrs. Edith Yates and Mrs. Allen
Lowry visited Mrs. Raines Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett and
Mrs. Ammie Seay returned to their
home near Water Valley Friday of
last week, after visiting their daughter and grand daughter and her
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Winn,
in Colorado.

— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams

Mrs. Lottie Hendrix spent part of
last week in Paducah with relatives.
Mrs. Martha Lou Kindred and
Mrs. Everett Williams visited with
Mrs Bell Wednesday morning.
Mrs. Claude Rozelle and Mrs.
Marvin Hendrix visited friends
and relatives in Cape Girardeau
last week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody visited Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams for
Our community was saddened a while Thursday.
over the tragic death of Homer
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Jones and
Bennett Friday, who was hurt in a daughter, of Paducah, and Mrs.
tractor accident, and died at 4:00 Harold Hopkins visited Mr. and
Friday afternoon in Lourds Hos- Mrs. C. E. Williams Saturday afpital in Paducah. Several from ternoon.
here attended his funeral Sunday
The One and All Club met with
ANDREWS
afternoon in Huntingdon, Tenn., his Mrs. I. M. Jones last week and
Jewelry Company
old home town. We extend heart- pieced a quilt and cut parts for anfelt sympathy to the bereaved fam- other for the Club.
ily.
Mrs. Ruth Vaughn and daughter,
li111111•11i
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove Dorothy, drove to Memphis to the
spent Saturday night in Memphis hospital for Dorothy's checkup on
with their daughter, Mrs. Bullock, her hand last week.
140 bic,3dway, South Futter,
The fall rains have started our
and husband.
Phone 479-11164
gardens and flowers to take the
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Cunning- second
growth. It is a Pretty time
ham of Paducah visited Mr. and of the year,
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
as well as a busy time.
Mrs.
and
Bud
Mrs.
Mr.
Stem
and
—viriy1 and Tile
Bobby Cannon spent the week
John Smith Saturday.
end with his grandparents, Mr. and
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
/ Gary Stem visited his grandpar- Mrs. W. A. Cannon.
—Upholstering, Modern
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Garland MurMr. and Mrs. Paul Howard drove
phy, in Murray Sunday.
Antique
down in Mississippi last Saturday
to spend a few days with Mr.
-Viking tOtthen Carpeting
Ifoward's mother.
Paint-up Fix-up howl
Dent Russell is back with his
family in the states, after putting
his time in in Vietnam.
Miss Dean Willaims spent the
week end with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jewel Williams.
Mr.' and Mrs. Claud McNeil, of
near Water Valley, drove to Evansville, Ind., Saturday to meet their
from Win Whitnel of the Whitnel Funeral Home:
daughter, Mrs. Jim Thornbro, and
Mr. Thornbro of Warren, Mich.
A recent ruling of the National Funeral DirecThey had driven down to spend the
week end with their son, Gary
tors Association states that the price of a funeraL
Thornbro, who is in school at
like any other commodity, may be advertised.
Evansville.
Pfc. Carl Lewis and Mrs. Lewis
We agree with this ruling. We believe that it
are back hom from Camp Lejuene,
is the obligation of the funeral director to provide
N. C., for 28 days before Carl has
services in a wide range of prices that every family
to go for service in Vietnam.
can afford. All through the years we have done just
that.
KUDOS DR. SPARKS
The inauguration of Dr. Harry
We offer top quality merchandise and unexM. Sparks as the fifth president of
Murray State University will be
celled service. We have plenty of room in our
held on Monday, October 21. Marchapel to serve you adequately and comfortably.
vin 0. Wrather, executive vice
The Whitnel Service is a beautiful tribute to the
president, is chairman of the Inaugural Committee, composed of
memory of your loved one ... regardless of the
thirty-two faculty and staff memprice of the funeraL
bers.
— Ambulance service day or night —
THANK, GOODNESSI
Kelly Parris, Mike Holt and Virgil Ayers, all students at Arkansas
State University, were injured in
a one-car accident on Highway 51,
408 Eddings St. Fulton, Ky. Telephone 472-2332
near Fulton last Saturday afternoon. They were treated at the Fulton Hospital and dismissed.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Dear Correspondent:

OBION COUNTY

Thank you so much for your loyal
and faithful service. We appreciate it,
and your neighbors appreciate it.
To make your column even more
interesting, why not send us photographs of special news events. We will
be happy to run them along side of your
report. The photos must be in black and
white, and must he properly identified.
And tell something of the occasion during which the photo was taken.
Meanwhile, keep those columns
and news stories coming. Names make
the News, you know.
Paul and Jo

Joo Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tann.

— LATHAM

PASTURE STRETCHERS
Last week while visiting with
Mr. Earnest Maloney near Troy he
carried me to the back side of his
farm to show me a pasture that he
has seeded and fertilized. We always like to observe good improved pastures and Mr. Maloney is
convinced that properly fertilized
pastures will always furnish more
than twice as much grazing as unfertilized pastures. The Maloney
pasture has a perfect stand of
orchard grass with an adequate
amount of clover in the pasture. A
lot of the success a farmer has
with improved pastures depends on
the proper management of a pasture and it was evident from looking at the pasture with Mr. Earnest Maloney that he was managing
the pasture perfectly.
Another good beef cattle producer that we visited with last week
Mr. Jimmy Cude was busy renovating his permanent fescue pastures.
Mr. Cude was using a pasture
dream sod seeder to fertilize and
add Kenwell Fescue, Clair Timothy, Red Clover and White Clover
to his permanent pasture. Kenwell
Fescue is a new fescue that is
more palatable than old Kentucky
31 and Clair Timothy is a new
Timothy variety that is gaining fast
in popularity. Mr. Cude has renovated some of his pasture land
every year for several years and
his good angus calves are ample
evidence that it pays to fertilize
pastures as well as row crops.

CAYCE NEWS

by Mrs. M. C. Morrison

By Miss Clarice Bondurant

Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Blackard
Misses Paula Crick and Judy
spent the week end at Fort Knox, Willis of Manchester, Tenn., Rose
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Drew Ann Baldwin of Nashville, Diane
Malsan.
Heading of Covington, Tenn., and
Mrs. Ethel Foster is ill at her Pat Fields of Philadelphia, Pa., all
of whom are classmates of Miss
home in Latham.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. C. Wheeler spent Sherill Menees at University of
a few days recently in Memphis, Tennessee, Martin, spent last week EXTRA BEEF PROFITS FROM
guests of their daughter, Yvonne end here in the home of Mr. and
GRAZING
Mrs. James Menees.
Stevens, and family.
Are
realizing
Tommie Griffin and Freddy Sadyou
any returns
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. ROY
ler visited Ronnie Griffin In Jack- Cruce were Mr. and Mrs. J. D. from corn silage or soybean acres
son over the week end. Ronnie is Cruce of Walnut Ridge, Ark., Mrs. during the winter? Some more enemployed in Jackson.
Jessie Powell and Hugh Cruce of terprising farm owners are followAunt Izzie Foster isn't so well Union City, and Mrs. Montez ing these crops with fast-growing
at her home in Latham.
Oliver of Fulton. Harry Tucker, grazing crops during winter and
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Winstead of Sr., called in the afternoon.
early spring and receiving extra
Dukedom spent the week end in
Mesdames Roy Cruce, Clara returns. Out of pocket costs are
Memphis with their son, Jerry, and Carr, Mary Cruce, Dood Campbell, running $20 - $25 per acre while
family.
J. C. Menees, Sr., Roy Wade and gross returns are reaching $90 Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morrison and Alvin Mabry were Thursday dinner $100 per acre.
Billy Jean of Chicago visited their guests of Mrs. Frankie McClellan in
Some recent Experiment Station
parents over the week end, Mr. and Hickman, who has a nice apartMrs. Jessie Neal Clinard of Fulton ment in the home of Mr. and Mrs. reports are showing per acre gains
from
425 to 450 pounds over 10
and Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Morrison Lum McClellan. They helped
her year periods. These gains were
of Dukedom.
celebrate her birthday.
from oats, ryegrass or a combinaMrs. Cappie Bamlin is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Oliver of Louher sister, Mrs. Art Harvey, and isville were Saturday night guests tion of the two. These crops along
with rye and wheat are well adaptfamily in Nashville.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan.
Richard Carter is ill at his home, Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and ed to double cropping following
silage
or soybeans.
north of Latham.
Mrs. Charlie Sloan were: Mr. and
Mrs. D. H. Oliver of Louisville, Mr.
Permanent pastures at the Uniand Mrs. Luby Underwood of Mad- versity of Tennessee Station also
isonville, Mrs. Bessie Allen of showed excellent beef gains from
MY FAVORITE JOKES
Cayce and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond steer grazing trials. During sumSo this space ship lands. The pilot Sloan. Afternoon guests
were Mr. mer grazing periods from 1 April
gets out and sees the top of an and Mrs. Ernest Stubblefield
and to August 15, beef gains of 253
apartment building covered with son of Union City, Mr. and Mrs.
A. pounds per acre were recorded for
TV antennas, and yells: "Hey you Simpson and Reuben
Pruett.
Orchardgrass - Ladino Clover.
kids, get offa that roof."
The birthday Club met Tuesday Gains from Fescue - Ladino Clover
No one is ever satisfied. Poor with Mrs. J. T. Workman
near Co- pastures were 189 pounds per acre
men wish they were rich; rich men lumbus, Ky.,
and enjoyed a nice during the same period. These paswish they were handsome; bache- 'day.
tures weer rested for 90 days and
lors wish they were married; and
grazed during the winter months
married men wish they were dead.
from 15 November to 1 April. AddiPRETTY SEAMSTRESSI
tional gains of 119 pounds for
—Eddie Rich.
Congratulations to Marilyn Hardy,
Orrhardgrass pastures and 130
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
pounds for Fescue pastures were
Hardy of South Fulton, who won
recorded.
the sweepstakes division at the,
IT'S TIME
Mid-South Fair in Memphis with
The combined grazing periods reIt's about time: To do your full her formal, which
she made several sulted in 372 pounds of beef per
share for your local Community months ago.
Marilyn is a junior at acre for Orchardgrass - Ladino
Chest or United Fund campaign.
South Fulton High School.
pastures and 319 pounds for Fescue

- Ladino pasture. Returns per head
weer 34 and returns per acre were
$31.
BAWLING CALVES
If you heard a lot of calves bawling this morning they were on their
way to the Northwest Feeder Calf
Sale at Newbern which the members of the Obion County Livestock
Assoc. participates in. About 350
calves will be sold today by ()Won
County farmers and about 400 of
the calves will return to farms in
Obion County to be fed out to
slaughter grade.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
October 10 - Feeder Calf Sale Mud ingdon.
October 11 - Forestry Field Day Ames Plantation.
October 14 - Feeder Calf Sale Brownsville.
October 15 - Feeder Pig Sale Lexington.
October 16- Feeder Calf Sale Brownsville.
October 18 - Feeder Calf Sale Brownsville.
October 23 - Livestock Field Day
Ames Plantation.

CAME LOU MILLER—
(Continued from Page Throw)
slaw
members flew from
New York to Austria on October 4,
returning on October 14.
With over 300 advance registrations, it is expected to be the largest group of American press ever
received by a foreign nation.
The convention was officially
opened on Oct. 5 by Dr. Josef
Klaus, Federal Chancellor of the
Republic of Austria.
Other speakers include Dr.
Timothy 0' Driscoll, Chairman of
the European Travel Commission
and Director General of the Irish
Tourist Board; Ernest Dunbar, Senior Editor of LOOK Magazine; and
Myron Clement, Public Relations
Director in New York for the
French Government Tourist Office.
VETS AIDE HERE!
H. S. Miles, contact representative of the Kentucky Disabled ExService Men's Board, will be at the
Fulton Chamber of Commerce
from 9 a. m. until 3 p. m. on October 18, to assist veterans and
their dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result of
there military service.
WRONG DIRECTIONI
Shortly after midnight last Saturday night, the Coffee Shop in
Fulton was heavily damaged when
a car crashed into the building.
"Chico" Riley, of Water Valley,
was arrested shortly after the accident and charged with driving on
a revoked license.

Complete Beef
Planned Protection
See us for - • Your Insurance Needs

Rice A§ency
Fulion

472-1341

r
Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of Commerce
Post Office Box 267
Fulton, Kentucky

Gentlemen:

A MESSAGE

I would be

interested in permanent employment in the Fulton - South Fulton area.

Name

Age

Street Address

Phone Number

Zity

State
Female

Sex - Mal*

Education - Grade School

Years Completed

High School

Years Completed

College

Years Completed

I am - Skilled
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NOTHING WORTHWHILE WITHOUT PRAYER and the Fulton Bulldogs
know this beet. Here th• team is shovm huddling for more than signals,
they're asking His guidance in the good clean spores battle they wens
about to enter last Friday night.

ale -
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LETTERS TO EDITOR—

TELEPHONE COMPANY

(Centtnuod on Page Two)
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Paul and Joanna Westpheling
beet loved symbols of the Holy Fulton County News
Christian Church.
Dear Paul and Jo:
To each admirer of animated art,
doves are birds of living beauty, In recognition of National Newsand their voice gives the sweetest paper Week, let rue take this opnotes this side of Heaven. The portunity to congratulate you on
doves' domestic desires are, to be the fine job being done by your
man's garden companions, and the paper.
guardians of his fields and vineNewspapers in America have
yards.
historically been the media of the
There ought to be laws, state and people. Down through the years,
federal, giving the mourning doves the American people have regarded
back to a kinder, gentle people, for papers as the best way to stay inthe beloved birds, they so hub'. formed on events affecting their
are.
everyday lives.
Howard H. Caudle
The newspaper in America has
become a tradition, a way of life.
And newspapers today uphold this
(Ed's Note: The following letter, tradition. I think it is fitting that
from a News subscriber in Hick- we take one week out of the year
man apparently answers a state- to recognize and honor the tireless
ment made in the Hickman Courier editors, publishers, reporters, and
that Father Bill Field, pastor of the others Who work day and night to
Catholic Churches in Fulton and give us, the American people, the
Hickman, had been "ostracized" facts about current events.
from his Hickman congregation.
Congratulations to you and your
(While the letter might appear to staff on a job well done.
be one of internal controversy in a
Sincerely,
religious denomination, it also has
some bearing on the county's War
Ron Laird, Manager
On Poverty program, which also
South Central Bell
appears to be fraught with controTelephone Co.
versy.
(Although the letter is thoughtprovoking, it does not necessarily Birth Control, which the world itrepresent the views of the editors self is clamoring for. Yet how
and publishers of this newspaper. many of us, especially the youth of
The changes in the Catholic Church today, may not have had the opporare of news value in this changing tunity to have been conceived,
work!; therefore the editors feel this much less born, had our church beletter justifiable. It is printed lieved in birth control at that time.
verbatim.)
It would be so much easier for
Pope Paul to openly state, to all
Hickman, Kentucky
his followers, "let Catholics follow
September 21, 1968
their consciences," than to take a
firm stand in what he actually beDear Editor:
There's always two sides to every- lieves is the Law of God, to give
thing and the recent editorial in the everyone a chance to be horn. If
Hickman Courier gave one side and our population today is too great,
I as lifelong member of the Cath- why are doctors fighting so hard
olic church in Hickman would like and so expensively to transplant
organs from people just drawing
to give the other side.
Our people were not against Head their last breath, into humans able
Start, but against turning our school to afford the operation to prolong
building over for the program rent- their lives, maybe a few years longfree. After having fought and sacri- er, when after all God is the one
ficed for 40 years to keep Sacred who should have full control over
Heart School going, forced to trans- a person's life. For as Christians
port our children, as they were not are we not taught that God in His
allowed to ride the school busses of Heaven has full control and has
the public school and not getting greater things for those who love
any free text books, yet all of our Him than this old world contains?
And too, why limit the offspring
membership paying taxes and having to pay tuition for sending our of the legally married and encourage illegitimacy by paying
children to the parochial school.
To have our school closed with mothers welfare for their offspring,
very little warning and asked to to be raised without even knowing
house this government program at who their father is, which probably
a time when the public schools accounts for much of the confusion
were out for the summer, with our youth of today find themselves
ample space for the program, in. This is really unfair to the new
caused 'a difference of opinion be- born child, to be deprived of his
birthright. And too, why in our land
tween priest and people.
We realize that Fr. Field came to of plenty is the government paying
Sacred Heart as pastor, at a time such enormous prices for idle
starving
when change was going on in re- ground, when so many are
gard to our church laws, which or ill-fed? Why could the governthe
needed up dating perhaps, in our ment not pay for this land with
truck patchfast moving world. And we went idea it is to be used for
fortunate,
right along with the changes, such es, worked by the less
feeding their
as, having our Mass service in the for their own use in
serve
two purwould
families.
This
English, instead of the Latin of the
ground-keep crops
past; turning our altar around to poses for the
production and feed the hunface the people, instead of having out of
nation.
the priest say Mass with his back gry of our
No, Head Start we were not
to the congregation; congregational
singing, which also now includes against, but opening our school
hymns of our Non-Catholic people; Rent Free right after it being closrelaxing our law of abstaining from ed we were opposed to.
Sincerely,
meat on Friday, which now enables
R. Stewart
our hostesses to plan meals without
worry of serving meat on Friday, (This was sent to editor Ito Gardthough some of us still do without ner right after his editorial appearmeat for the same reason, that ed in the Hickman Courier on Sept.
19, 1968 but he hasn't printed it yet
Christ died on Friday.
Now the big issue between priest as I had asked him not to change it
and people or really between priest as he usually does articles I've
and Pope, is for his stand on given him in the past.)

It's easy-when you Know the answers
Al! of life is not far removed from the classroom. There are truths to be
learned every day. And there are questions to be answered.
But some people don't have the answer when they need it. And some people
do...
Any teacher will tell you it's a question of preparation. And any preacher
will tell you the same.
The people who go to church on Sunday have no more problems than those
Who stay home. Nor do they expect as a result to have any fewer.
They believe simply in preparation—preparation of the mind, conscience,
heart and soul.
.
.faith.
This is the preparation God offers men ...for the questions that will confront us all tomorrowl

Sunday
Kings
10:1-9

Monday
Proverbs
16:1-10

ediar
Vic tiesday
tmw

Tuesday
Matthew
22:1533

Thursday

22:3446

17:16-21

THE CHURCH FOR ALL ...
... ALL FOR THE CHURCH
'The Church is the greatest factor
on earth for the building of chant*
ter and good ciri”.nahip It Is 4
storehouse of spiritual values.
Without a strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization Can
survive. There are four sound
reasons why every person should.
attend services regularly and support the Church.They are:(1)For
Isis own sake.(2)For his childrmn
sake.(3) For tha sake of his community and nation. (4) For the
sake of the Church itself, which
needs his moral and material support Plan to go to church regularly and read your Bible daily.

Friday
Acts
17:22-34

Saturday
Revelation
21:1-8

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.

THE FULTON NEWS

Piggly-Wiggly Super Market

Printers — Publishers
Commercial Ave.

Church Street

South Fulton, Tenn.

472-1600

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Jobbers of Shell Products

302 Carr Street

Phone 472.3951

crrr DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 47243W

PURE MILK COMPANY

479-2*52

South Fulton

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

Fulton

WILLIAM WARD STOCKYARD

Phone 472-1412

Fulton

THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your hank

Compliments of
Fulion Wholesale Florists
Green florist supplies
Cut flower.

Phone 216-205

Hickman, Ky.

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rexall Store"

Fulton, Kentucky
4724342

418 Lake Street

Dial 479-1371

Lake Street

Dial 477-2421

COMPLIMENTS OF

Greenfield Monument Works

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

In Operatioe 44, Years
Hickman, Ky.

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons'

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.

J. B. MANES & SONS
OLDSMOBILES
Tom

FULTON BANK
THE FRIENDLY BANK

King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Greenfield
Phone 2354293

Kentucky Ave.,

Fulton

Phone 4724471
1•1 W. $tet. Line

Phone 479-2371

--mallosanZigigtai

()Heirs
NEGRO YOUTH—
(Continued Prom Page One)
David 0. Welch said a decision
would be handed down alter the
agency reviews a transcript of Monlay's testimony.
Other members of the commiseon hearing the complaint were:
Nilliam F. Billingsley, South Ft.
Aitchell, Elmer Korth, Henderson,
Mrs. Paul Kraus, Bardstown, and
.3aul Oberst. Lexington.
Commission staff member Oliver
:I. Barber, Jr., presented the case
in behalf of Dillard and his companions.
Because of the large crowd in at:endance, mostly Negroes, the
scene of the hearing was shifted
'rom the Federal building to the
:(entucky Utilities auditorium.

WHATS MONEY—
tContic..ed from Page One)
wrong — "a hot box or a load
shift — but I haven't seen any yet."
Stern is a gentleman railroader—
dressed in suit and tie all the way.
And in the evening before dinner as
:.he train speeds along. Stern relaxes with a glass of wine.
It's been a happy trip—and a
sad one:
"I'll tell you I've seen a lot of
trains—but they're almost all
freights. There's hardly room on the
.racks these days for passenger
trains.
"I feel like hanging crepe on depots across America. Most are
empty or boarded up."
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Fulton High Joins
The Education Race
From the FHS "Kennel"
Let's watch television! Believe It
or not we can this year. The elementary school has five of the
seven T. V.'s and one out of these
is colored. The other two belong to
our high school. They will be used
in social studies and our sciences,
particularly In earth science and
American government.
General math, general shop,
family living, and art are four
interesting new courses in the high
school this year. Now we don't
have to take a particular math
course and we may take family
living or home economics. Briefly
we have a much wider choice of
classes this year.
Another addition to our school is
our new office. It is tastefully decorated with new paint, wall to wall
carpeting and is air conditioned.
Sounds great and is great!
Now we come to a very important part in our school's improve- This is part of tfie huge crowd that enjoyed the Homecoming gam* between It.. Fulton Bulldogs 'and Sw
ment, our new desks. Yes, they are team from Fort Campbell. The score 38-7, with the Bulldogs on the big end, natchl
nice, let's just keep them that way!
There are still quite a few things
I haven't mentioned, that I'm sure
you've all noticed. Now that we
see all the things the school has
done for us, let's see this year what
we can do for the school.

PRIVE.IH
_THEATRE
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
DOUBLE HIT

"The Private Navy of
Sgt. O'Farrell"
— AND —
The Desperado Trail
CinemaScope Color
Lex Barker - Pierre Brice
Now that FHS has gone ultra
modern, even teachers can be replaced.

Six Underclassmen Chosen As
Candidates For Mr., Miss FHS
From tile FHS "Kennel"
It was interesting to note the answers of the Underclassmen candidates for Mr. and Miss 1115,
when each of them was asked, "Do
you think the senior candidates
should receive Mr. and Miss FHS?"
All six replied that they thought
the seniors should and Would receive the honors. It is taken for
granted, that since the se:thirs will
be leaving at the end of the school
year, they should be the ones to
receive recognition.
The Underclassmen selected this

No Good News
From Bedside
Of Fats Everett
Our sincerest wishes and prayers go odt to Congressman Robert A. "Fats" Everett who remains critically ill in The Bethesda Hospital near Washington.
The beloved and popular Fats
was here for the Banana Festival
(he's never missed one) and
complained a little about the
strenuous diet his physician had
prescribed for him. While the
genial Union Citian has lost a lot
of weight, the doctors felt he
needed to lose more.
Woodfen McLean, the Congressman's secretary said Monday
that no improvement had been
shown in the law-makers condition. Everett's mother, Mrs. Lelia
Ashton Everett of Union City is at
her son's bedside when visiting
privileges permit.
All the Mid-South area is
watching the bulletins from Everett's bedside, who is deemed one
of the most able and efficient
office holders in the Nation's
Capitol.

C-ME BACK!
PETER SELLERS
UFtSULA ANDRFSS

Casino Royale
Panavision Techicolor
— AND —
"Hercules. Samson
and Ulysses"
Color M-G-M

The Predicter has had an unusually high percentage of "on the
nose" prognostications during the
past eight months, but he has fallen down on two. He predicted that
Senator McCarthy's campaign for
the Democratic presidential nomination would fall flat; well, it failed, but it didn't fall flat. And he
predicted an intra-city World Series, and that didn't happen, with
both the Cubs and White Sox falling short. Now, here are his current
predictions:

COME BACK!

Kentucky born
and bred.
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)
word about the editor. It's too much to ask that you
"be kind to your editor this week."

Welcome Back Mrs. Morrison
Gee, it's good to have our old friend Mignone
(Mrs. W. Morrison) back in Newsland. We haven't
had a report from the Latham community lo, in
many years. Mrs. Morrison is one of our all-time
favorites, and one of the first people we met when
we first came to these parts. I have always had so
much fun at the Latham fair that I feel like all of
those folks are like kith and kin to us. Thanks keep,
those names and events coming.

te
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FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
OCTOBER 11 - 12. 13- 14
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At 7:00
Philippe Leroy - Delia Biccardo

The Wild Eye
and
Michael Rennie - Eleanor Brown

Closed Tues., Oct 15
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
OCTOBER 16 - 17 • is - 19
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts at 7:00
Jack Lemon - Walter Matthau

The Odd Couple
and
Edd Byrnes - Chris Noel

Beach Ball

1

The Bulldogs in action Friday night against a formidable Fort Campbell team.

The Lord willing and the creeks don't rise, the
story of the Banana Festival should appear in a national magazine, with 21,000,000 (twenty-one million) circulation within the next few weeks.
For the hand full of people who think the Festival efforts ought to be diverted to getting industry, I'd like to toss out a statistic or two.
If we had to BUY the amount of space we will
probably get in the magazine it would cost many
times more than what local people have spent on
advertising the Festival for all the Festivals in the
past six years.
Think of it!
I've been knocking myself out finding negatives, photographs, articles to furnish the magazine
until I've practically done nothing else important.
Chew on that, too,for awhile!
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year is the junior class are David
Moss and Doris Bolin. David is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Moss of
808 Wells Avenue. He is a former
class personality and is an active
member of the Explorers. Doris is
the daughter of Mrs. Cecil E. Bolin
and resides at 218 Commercial
Avenue. Doris is a member of the
Future Nurses Club, and also the
Future Homemakers of America.
She has received her Junior and
Chapter Degrees, and plans to work
on her State Degree. She is a
member of the High School Band,
a member of the Explorettes, and
is also very active in the youth fellowship at her church.
In the sophomore class, the candidates are Ricky Robertson and
Diane, "Dee Dee", Lynn. :Ricky, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Robertson in Highlands. He is a
member of the High School Band,
and last year was on both the football and basketball team. Diane, is
the daughter of Mrs. Betty Lynn of
1015 West Second Street. She is a
member of the FHA.
The Freshman Class candidates
are Greg States and Kent Smith.
Greg is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Scates residing on Dogwood
Lane. Greg is a member of the football team and is business manager
for the freshman class. Kent is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wick
Smith, whose residence is at 909
Walnut Street. Kent is also one of
the freshman class officer.
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ON THE NOSE!

Mrs. A. H. Noble left last Friday for her home in Coral Gables,
Fla., after spending the week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Baird.

For bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley.

A Ddmia

Young. Evil & The Savage

Guests of Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards over the past week end were
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Bates from
Medusa, New York.

Old Medley is bourbon in the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky.
Especially made by
Fleischmann to be smooth and
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich in flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
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A Great Photographer
Nearly all of the local photos in this issue of
the News were made by Elmer Stewart, who can
spot a news photo when he sees one. Elmer is right
expert at any kind of photography. So when you
need a good cameraman, besides a wonderful guy
around, just call Elmer either at the Holiday Inn or
at his home 472-3551.

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Project No. WS-3-43-0059
City of South Fulton,Tennessee

(Owner)

Separate scaled bids for:
Contract A - Water System Improvements & Extensions
Contract A-1 - 500,000 Elevated Storage Tank
Contract B - Sewer Line Extensions
for City of South Fulton, Tennessee will be received by The Mayor
and City Commissioners at the office of The City Manager, P. 0.
Box 218 until 2:00 o'clock P. M.,(D.S. Ti October 15, 1968 and then
at said office publicly opened and read aloud.
The Information for Bidders, Form of Bid, Form of Contract,
Plans, Specifications, and Forms of Bid Bond. Performance and Payment Bond, and other contract documents may be examined at the
following: F. W. Dodge Corp, Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee;
Associated General Contractors, Memphis, Tennessee and Paducah,
Kentucky upon payment of $50.00 for each set. Any successful bidder, upon returning such set promptly and in good condition, will be
refunded his payment, and any non-bidder upon so returning such a
set will be refunded $35.00.
The Owner reserves the right to waive any informalities or to
reject any or all bids.
Each bi
nit deposit with his bid, security in the amount,
form an
bject
the conditions provided in the Information for
Bidde
Attention of bidders is particularly called to the requirements
as to conditions of employment to be observed and minimum wage
rates to be paid under the contract.
No bidder may withdraw his bid within 30 days after the actual
date of the opening therof.

September 24,1968

Dr. Dan Crocker, Mayor
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